Vieques: Beaches & Bio Bay Adventure

FITNESS LEVEL: 4
The stunning island of Vieques, just six miles off the coast of the main island, is home to a pristine wildlife refuge and the world’s brightest bioluminescent bay. This trip will allow you to experience Vieques through its many different attractions and unique gastronomy experiences.
Agenda

**DAY 1**
- Transfer to property
- Check in at Hilton El Conquistador Resort
- Dinner at Ballyhoo

**DAY 2**
- Flight to Vieques
- Lunch at Vieques Food Truck Park
- Crab Island Rum tour
- Check in at El Blok Hotel
- Mosquito Bay tour
- Dinner at property

**DAY 3**
- Beach tour at Vieques
- Transfer to airport
- Flight to Fajardo
- Check in at Condado Ocean Club
- Dinner at property

**DAY 4**
- Check out of property
- Transfer to convention
LODGING: EL CONQUISTADOR RESORT

FAJARDO

El Conquistador Resort is home to the largest, most comprehensive meeting space in Puerto Rico.

Perfect for every kind of meeting, boasting over 100,000 sq. ft. of flexible meeting space, the extensive event venues include two adjacent conference centers, 16 breakout rooms and our own private island. With a stunning array of ballrooms and terraces featuring ocean and El Yunque Rain Forest views, world-class amenities, and shining hospitality, the Grand Atlantic Conference Center is unrivaled in size, scope and service.
Chic and alluring, yet naturally in tune with its surroundings, El Blok Hotel is a destination that captivates visitors from the moment they arrive. A sleek, modern landmark designed by award-winning architect Nataniel Fuster, this full-service hotel is inspired by the coral reefs surrounding our Caribbean island. Patterns of natural light and fresh air infuse the interiors, stirring an ethereal feeling of being underwater and in space simultaneously. The hotel’s sensual curves evoke a soft, feminine aura, while the reinforced concrete and perforated panels provide a sense of sanctuary from the outside world.
This exclusive ocean-inspired, adult only, boutique hotel is designed to welcome guests with charm and charisma. It is a modern oasis in the heart of the city, embracing our local lifestyle and connecting our guests to authentic experiences and off-property adventures. Guests enjoy posh amenities and stunning floor-to-ceiling views in the comfort of 96 beautifully detailed ocean-view rooms. Designed to be uniquely social, located in the epicenter of the buzzing Condado district of San Juan, the hotel leaves today’s modern traveler with nothing to be desired.
Discovered by Columbus in 1493, Vieques, like many Caribbean Islands, fell under the control and influence of several countries. The English named it Crab Island, the Spanish, Vieques – and maps from the era bear both names.

In the early 1800’s, a Frenchman, Teofilo LeGuillou, established the first plantation and rum distillery. Five plantations later, covering half the island, “Cane became King.” It didn’t take long for enterprising cane cutters to appropriate some of that company cane for personal use, going underground to set up clandestine distilleries of their own, hidden deep in the jungle.

That’s our heritage and our inspiration: From “ill gotten cane” to the first artisanal rums.
Recognized in 2006 by Guinness World Records as the brightest bioluminescent bay in the world, Mosquito Bay in Vieques captivates with its beauty and pristine setting. The bay’s mesmerizing brightness is due to the large concentration of dinoflagellates – a quantity that was inexplicably doubled after Hurricane María – ranging from an average of one to two million per gallon of water. The lack of light pollution surrounding the Natural Reserve of Mosquito Bay and the mangrove swamps that feed the plankton make this natural spectacle one of Puerto Rico’s true wonders.
VIEQUES

Vieques is Puerto Rico’s Isla Nena – Little Girl Island – full of natural treasures to enjoy. With nearly 20,000 protected acres of land and nine nautical miles of marine reserve, the island is a paradise for beach- and nature-lovers. This paradise is home to the Vieques National Wildlife Refuge, considered one of the most ecologically diverse refuges in the Caribbean and the largest NWR in the region. There are dozens of stunning beaches for you to enjoy and each one is different – including both white sand and black sand beaches. Exploring more than one is a fun adventure. Keep an eye out for wild horses.
CULINARY EXPERIENCES

Restaurants to be included:
- Ballyhoo
- Vieques Food Truck Park
- Social

Activities and restaurants are subject to change.